
This is a place

you rest your head,

your first clue is

on the _______.

Roses are red,

flowers are pink. 

You wash your hands

in the _______.

You’ve got the hang of this,

you know what to do. 

Your next clue is

in a ______.

Keep it up, you’ll have

scavenger fame.

Your next clue is by

your favorite _____.

Where is the next clue?

Check your nose. 

You’ll find it by

your dirty ______.

Keep playing if you dare,

your next clue is

on top of a _______.

This is better than

doing a chore. 

Check for your next clue

by the front _____.

This is the place where you

clean and scrub.

Look for your clue

in the ______.

Quick! Last clue!

Don’t be a slug!

Run to find it

under the _____.

Good for you! You found

the rug. Now for your

prize you get a hug!

Homemade Scavenger Hunt



This is a place you rest your head, your first clue is

on the BED.

Roses are red, flowers are pink. You wash your

hands in the SINK.

You’ve got the hang of this, you know what to do.

Your next clue is in a SHOE.

Keep it up, you’ll have scavenger fame. Your next

clue is by your favorite GAME.

Where is the next clue? Check your nose. You’ll

find it by your dirty CLOTHES.

Keep playing if you dare, your next clue is on top

of a CHAIR.

This is better than doing a chore. Check for your

next clue by the front DOOR.

This is the place where you clean and scrub. Look

for your clue in the TUB.

Quick! Last clue, don’t be a slug! Run to find it

under the RUG.
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